Closed-loop MIMO technique standardized in LTE can support different layer transmissions through precoding operation to match the channel multiplexing capability. However, the performance of the limited size codebook still needs to be evaluated in real channel environment for further insights. Based on the wideband MIMO channel measurement in a typical indoor scenario, capacity loss (CL) of the limited size codebook relative to perfect precoding is studied first in two extreme channel conditions. The results show that current codebook design for single layer transmission is nearly capacity lossless, and the CL will increase with the number of transmitted layers. Furthermore, the capacity improvement of better codebook selection criterions is very limited compared to CL. Then we define the maximum capacity boost achieved by frequency domain layer adaption (FDLA) and investigate its sensitivity to SNR and channel condition. To survey the effect of frequency domain channel variation on MIMO-OFDM system, we define a function to measure the fluctuation levels of the key channel metrics within a subband and reveal the inherent relationship between them. Finally, a capacity floor resulted as the feedback interval increases in frequency domain.
Introduction
The rapid data traffic growth in indoor environment raises a great challenge to modern communications to meet the peak data rate requirement. Thanks to the spatial parallel transmission, MIMO multiplexing technique can achieve promising spectrum efficiency and attracts large interests recently [1] [2] [3] [4] . In general, better performance can be achieved if the channel state information (CSI) is available at the transmitter [5] . Fortunately, the indoor MIMO channel is usually slow time-varying due to the low mobility of the mobile terminals and scatters, which provides the favorable condition for applying closed-loop MIMO scheme to feed the CSI back. However, it is unrealistic to transmit the full CSI back to the transmitter due to the feedback channel limitation. Standardized in LTE, the transmitter and receiver share a common precoding matrix table (codebook), also only rank indicator (RI) and precoding matrix index (PMI) are sent back to indicate the number of transmitted layers and corresponding precoding matrix [6] .
Codebook-based MIMO precoding systems have attracted great research interests recently. Channel capacity with quantized precoding matrix is studied in independent and identically distributed channels [7] , where the precoding matrix is selected from a random codebook. Overloaded vector precoding [8] is proposed for single-user MIMO channels, where the number of data streams is larger than the minimum number of the transmit and receive antennas. The codebook-based precoding and equalization are jointly designed to improve the performance [9] . Codebook-based lattice-reduction-aided precoding is studied for coded MIMO systems to reduce the amount of feedback [10] . However, the limited size codebook usually results in capacity loss (CL) as a result of the interlayer interference [10, 11] . From the perspective of codebook selection, minimum CL is equivalent to maximize the capacity, yet no literature has studied it to reduce the complexity. Some recent indoor channel measurement results focus on different points, such as eigenvalue distribution [12] , multilink separation [13] , and dense multipath characteristics [14] . Performance evaluation is important for practical MIMO deployment, such as HSDPA [15] and E-UTRA [16] . However, the precoding performance has not been evaluated in real indoor channel environment.
Increasing the system bandwidth (e.g., up to 100 MHz) is another effective method to satisfy the high data rate requirement. Consequently, the channel frequency-selective characteristic expands the available adaption dimension in MIMO-OFDM systems. Frequency domain layer adaption (FDLA) in subband level [6] can enhance the average spectral efficiency and achieve a tradeoff between the performance and amount of feedback bits. However, the performance of FDLA is greatly influenced by the channel variation within a subband. We would like to know the maximum performance potential of FDLA in real frequency-selective channels, and its relationship to the channel condition and SNR. The frequency domain variation of the eigenvalues is theoretically studied in adaptive MIMO beamforming systems [17] . The effect of frequency domain variation on the MIMO precoding performance has not been investigated in real indoor channels.
Channel measurement is the most straightforward and reliable method to acquire the real channel characteristics [18] . Based on the wideband MIMO channel measurement in a typical indoor scenario at 6 GHz, we propose a metric to distinguish various MIMO channel conditions. Two extreme cases of our campaign are selected for performance evaluation, which yield poor and fine multiplexing capabilities, respectively. In this paper, we focus on the following key problems.
(i) How is the CL related to channel condition, receiver type, and the number of transmitted layers?
(ii) Does the CL provide some insight into the codebook selection? Compared to the CL caused by the limited feedback, how much capacity improvement can be achieved by the use of better codebook selection criterion?
(iii) What is the maximum capacity boost of FDLA? How is it related to the channel condition and SNR?
(iv) How to measure the fluctuation levels of the key channel metrics within a subband? Is there any inherent relationship between them?
The major contributions of this paper are organized as follows. The exact CL expression and its upper bound are derived for single-layer and full-rank transmissions. We first utilize the concept of CL to obtain low-complexity codebook selection criterion, which can reduce the interlayer or interuser interference for single-user or multiuser MIMO. A robust channel condition metric is defined based on the measured channel data analysis. The maximum performance potential of FDLA in real frequency-selective channels is studied, and its relationship to the channel condition and SNR is also investigated. We define a function to measure the key channel metric fluctuation level within a subband and investigate the effect of frequency domain variation on MIMO-OFDM systems. Based on the proposed methods, the precoding performance is systematically evaluated in real indoor channel environment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system model and proposes the framework of performance evaluation. Section 3 describes the measurement equipment and environment. Section 4 presents the key simulation results. In Section 5, a summary of this paper is given.
Notation. The (i, j)th element of the matrix A is {A} i, j . The superscript T and † represent the transpose and Hermitian transpose, respectively. The symbol tr(·) denotes the matrix trace, and · 2 F is the square of the matrix Frobenius norm. The notation E (·) is the expectation operation.
System Model and Evaluation

MIMO Precoding System
Model. Considering a narrowband MIMO system with N t transmit and N r receive antennas, the channel matrix is denoted as H ∈ C Nr ×Nt . Assuming N t ≤ N r , the received signal can be represented as
where y ∈ C Nr ×1 is the received vector, x ∈ C Nt×1 is the transmitted vector, and n ∈ C Nr ×1 is the additive noise vector with independent and identical distributed random elements satisfying CN (0, σ 2 ). For fully exploiting the space dimension flexibility of the multiple antenna system, precoding operation is performed to achieve different layers transmission. Supposing the number of transmitted layers is L, the precoding process is expressed as x = Ps, where P ∈ C Nt×L is the unitary precoding matrix satisfying
T , and the received signal can be rewritten as [5] 
Assuming that the total transmit power P T is uniformly distributed to L layers,
Linear receiver can be used to recover the symbol of each layer with low complexity, and we consider zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) receivers in this paper. The output of the linear receiver can be represented as y = Ψy, and the corresponding linear combiner Ψ and the SINR of the lth layer are, respectively, [11, 19] 
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The total capacity of L layers transmission with ZF and MMSE receivers can be represented as [11] 
The 
Under perfect precoding assumption, parallel and independent layers are constructed as a result of the interlayer interference elimination. Hence, ZF and MMSE receivers are the same for any given SNR, then (4) becomes
Theorem 1. In the high SNR region, the single layer transmission will outperform the full-rank transmission, C 1 ≥ C Nt , if the channel matrix H satisfies the following inequality:
Proof. In the high SNR region, from (4), we have
The proof can be easily completed using the property of the matrix trace and Frobenius norm.
For the special case of 2 × 2 MIMO configuration, (6) is simplified to
It indicates that the Demmel condition number K D should satisfy the following term:
and the channel matrix will be more ill-conditioned as the SNR increases.
Codebook Capacity Loss.
In practice, it is impossible for the transmitter to obtain the perfect precoding matrix due to the limitation of the feedback channel capacity. The RI and PMI are sent back to the transmitter which shares the same precoding codebook table with the receiver. The actual precoding matrix P ∈ W L is a quantized release of V L , where W L is the limited size codebook designed for L layers transmission. Therefore, performance degradation is caused, and the CL is defined as follows [11] :
The CL is affected by the receiver types and codebook design. In the high SNR region, ZF and MMSE receivers yield the same performance [20] , and the influence of the limited size codebook on CL is dominated. Thereby, we focus on the theoretical derivation of CL in high SNR case. Let S = P † H † HP; its (i, j)th element can be easily written as
where p i and p j represent the ith and jth columns of the precoding matrix P.
In the following, we consider two special cases to derive succinct expressions of CL in the high SNR region.
(1) L = 1: in this case, there is only one complex element in S, and the SINR can be easily derived from (3):
Substituting (4) and (12) into (10), we get the CL expression and an upper bound of single layer transmission:
(2) L = N t : in this case, the matrix P is full rank, and satisfying PP † = P † P = I Nt . According to the definition of inverse matrix, we have
With the aid of (11), the SINR of the lth layer can be represented as
Similar to the case of L = 1, invoking the property of concave function, we have
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For open-loop spatial multiplexing (OLSM) transmission [21] , no CSI is available at the transmitter. It is equivalent that the precoding matrix is unit, P = I Nt . Substituting into (15), we get the CL upper bound of OLSM transmission:
2.3. Codebook Selection. Though a general form of CL is difficult to obtain, we still expect to utilize its compact expressions in two considered special cases to simplify the codebook selection from the perspective of CL minimization. In this paper, the following selection criterions are compared.
Maximum Capacity (MC).
The precoding matrix P is selected from the codebook set W L to maximize the capacity. The capacity of each codebook is calculated according to (3)- (4). It can achieve the optimum performance at the price of high calculation complexity due to the matrix inversion.
Minimum Subspace Angle (MSA).
An often used selection criterion is to minimize the Chordal distance [22] with much lower complexity than MC, expressed as
2.3.3. Simplified MC. MC criterion is equivalent to minimizing CL in nature and can be simplified with the help of the compact CL expressions. From (13) and (15), a codebook selection criterion is directly obtained to minimize CL and organized as
MIMO-OFDM System Evaluation.
The channel matrix of the kth subcarrier is denoted as
where K is the total number of subcarriers. The corresponding capacity C k (L k , P k ) with L k layers and precoding matrix P k can be calculated according to Section 2.1. The average spectral efficiency over the whole band is calculated as [20] 
When the number of transmitted layers is fixed for all subcarriers and the precoding matrix of each subcarrier is optimally chosen from the corresponding codebook set, the capacity with L layers transmission can be represented as
Due to the effect of frequency-selective fading, fixed layers transmission over the whole band is not the best strategy. The performance can be improved by layer adaption in frequency domain. Also the performance of FDLA will be upper bounded by the case that L k is optimized in subcarrier level:
We define the maximum capacity boost of FDLA, G max , as the capacity difference between the capacity upper bound of FDLA and the capacity with optimum fixed layer transmission:
The capacity improvement of FDLA depends on the channel fluctuation level in frequency domain. We first propose an effective metric to express the channel multiplexing capability then measure its fluctuation level. Generally, K D can be utilized to indicate the invertibility and full-rank multiplexing capability of the channel matrix [23] . However, it is not robust due to the dominated effect of the minimum channel eigenvalue; hence, its dynamic range in actual frequency-selective channel is very large (up to 40 dB or more) even if the channel yields favorable multiplexing capability across the whole band. More importantly, for MIMO systems with precoding at the transmitter, K D cannot comprehensively express the channel multilayer multiplexing capability. Here we define a new channel multiplexing capability metric M as follows:
where the numerator equals to the sum of the channel eigenvalues. The relationship between M and the channel condition number is
Substituting (23) into (6), an equivalent expression is derived:
In the following, we define function F(ζ) to measure the channel fluctuation level within a subband:
where ζ is the number of the subcarriers within the subband, and x i is the channel metric of the ith subcarrier belonging to the considered subband. x i can be one element of the channel metric set { H 2 F , λ max , M}, where H 2 F is related to the received SNR and the performance of space time block codes [24, 25] , and λ max is the crucial parameter of MIMO beamforming scheme [26] . As ζ → +∞, F(ζ) is actually the ratio between the variance and squared mean value of a random variable. 
Measurement Description
Measurement Equipment. Measurement was performed in a teaching building of Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications utilizing the Elektrobit PropSound
Channel Sounder [27] system illustrated in Figure 1 . External RF conversion modules are deployed at both transmit and receive sides to support the operating frequency 6 GHz. Uniform linear array (ULA) with four dipoles has been equipped at both sides, which can be replaced by omnidirectional array (ODA) to extract spatial angle parameters of multipaths. One complete set of MIMO channel realization called cycle is captured in a time-division multiplexing (TDM) method. The measurement of each antenna pairs is accomplished with the help of the high-speed antenna switching unit (ASU) to transfer the antennas in sequence. Before the measurement, a back-to-back test is required to obtain the system response for calibration purpose, where the transmitter and receiver are connected directly by cable using a 50 dB attenuator to prevent power overload at the receiver. Although we have evaluated the MIMO channels of all measurement positions, it is convenient to pick out some typical measurement positions to address the key problems. We use the proposed metric M to distinguish different channel conditions. Hence, Pos.9 and Pos.22 with high and low M are selected and marked by green color in Figure 2 , whose M are the upper and lower bounds of our measurement campaign, respectively. We use Case I and Case II to represent Pos.9 and Pos.22, respectively, and the cumulative probability curves of M are plotted in Figure 3. 
Measurement Environment
Simulation Results
Based on the indoor MIMO channel measurement and data after processing, we present the simulation results in this section. We select the closed-loop spatial multiplexing (CLSM) codebook [6] standardized in LTE for evaluation, though the theoretical derivation in Section 2 is not limited by the codebook type. Each realization of the MIMO channel is transformed into the frequency domain by FFT, and the bandwidth of each subcarrier is 50 KHz. No power control strategy is adopted, and we consider single-user MIMO here. The symbols L1, L2, L3, and L4 represent the fixed layers transmission with one, two, three, and four layers, respectively.
Capacity with Perfect Precoding.
Though unrealistic in practice, we wish to study the capacity with perfect precoding to provide the performance limit under different channel conditions. The upper bounds represent the maximum capacity of FDLA mentioned in (21) . It can be found from Figure 4 that when the SNR is lower than 2 dB in Case I, G max = C upper − C 1 → 0, which indicates that single layer transmission is nearly optimal for all subcarrier and no benefit is obtained by FDLA. Similar phenomenon is observed in Case II when the SNR is higher than 23 dB. Moreover, the maximum capacity boost of FDLA is very limited and lower than 0.8 bit/s/Hz for all considered SNR under different channel conditions. The crossing point between the capacity curves of different layers transmission is greatly influenced by channel condition as indicated in (25) , and the crossing point between L1 and L4 is about 13 dB and 0 dB in Case I and Case II, respectively.
Capacity with CLSM Codebook.
The use of limited size codebook will bring interlayer interference and lead to performance degradation. We first compare the performance of different layers transmission with ZF and MMSE receivers and then evaluate the CL due to the limited feedback. From Figure 5 , L1 transmissions with ZF and MMSE receivers yield the same performance over the whole SNR range, which can be easily proved through the SINR expressions (3). For multi-layer transmission, the performance of ZF and MMSE receivers will converge when the SNR is large enough. In Case I with high M, the performance of MMSE receiver greatly outperforms ZF receiver in low and median SNR regions when L ≥ 2. It indicates that the effect of noise is leading compared to the interlayer interference and suppressed by MMSE receiver which is equivalent to a matched filter in the low SNR region. In Case II with low M, ZF and MMSE receivers yield identical performance within the considered SNR scope when L < 4, which reveals that the influence of the interlayer interference is dominant. The performance difference between two type receivers of L4 transmission in case II is led by the layer with the worst SINR. In conclusion, the performance of ZF and MMSE receivers will converge quickly within practical SNR range when L < 4, but the full-rank L4 transmission yields a much slower convergence speed. An interesting finding is that the FDLA upper bounds of ZF and MMSE receivers are approximately identical for any given SNR. Furthermore, the maximum capacity boost G max of FDLA is especially significant in case of high M.
Since the performance of MMSE receiver greatly exceeds ZF receiver in low SNR range, we expect to study the CL of different layers transmission with MMSE receiver. Figure 6 shows that L1 transmission suffers very slight capacity loss over the whole SNR scope, which indicates that current codebook design for L1 transmission is nearly capacity lossless. The main reason is that there is no interlayer interference, and the limited size codebook only causes a little beamforming direction bias which leads to a slight SNR gain decrease. As the number of transmitted layers increasing, the CL becomes more significant and especially severe for L4 transmission. It reveals that the limited size codebook set cannot simultaneously offer accurate beamforming vectors for multi-layer transmission to eliminate the interlayer interference and the situation gets worse when the transmitted layers increase. Moreover, the CL in high M case is larger than that of low M case, which can be roughly explained by the CL expression of full-rank transmission derived in (15) . The percentage CLs of L1, L2, L3, and L4 transmissions relative to perfect precoding at 25 dB is respectively 5.5%, 21%, 30%, and 39% in Case I, corresponding to 3.8%, 6.7%, 8.2%, and 19.5% in Case II. Due to the CL difference, the crossing points between different layers transmissions are greatly changed compared to the perfect precoding case. For instance, the crossing points between L1 and L4 transmissions are, respectively, 27 dB and 2 dB in Case I and Case II.
Codebook Selection.
Performance comparisons between the considered codebook selection criterions are given in Figure 7 . For L1 transmission, MSA criterion is equivalent to the minimization of the CL upper bound derived in (13) , and the MC and simplified MC criterions are essentially the same. All three selection criterions yield identical performance. Benefitting from taking the interlayer interference into account, the MC and simplified MC criterions outperform the MSA criterion for L4 transmission. Because the simplified MC criterion for L4 transmission is based on the CL upper bound in (15) criterion is resulted. However, compared to the CL marked in Figure 6 , the performance improvement by the use of better codebook selection criterions is very limited. To approve that, capacity comparison between CLSM and OLSM with L4 transmission is also plotted in Figure 8 . In Case I, the capacity improvement of CLSM compared to OLSM is 1.72 bit/s/Hz at 30 dB; yet the CL due to the limited size CLSM codebook reaches 7.5 bit/s/Hz. Though considering single user here, it must be mentioned that the simplified MC criterion for fullrank transmission can also be used in multiuser MIMO to reduce the interference.
Effects of Channel Variation.
In our measurement campaign, the transmitter and receiver are stationary during the to the value of M itself. In Case I with high M, the fluctuation of M is severer than H 2 F and λ max . In contrast, the M varies much smoother within a subband in Case II.
In Figure 10 , the percentage capacity is plotted, which is normalized by the FDLA upper bound C upper in (21) . A capacity floor is resulted as the transmitted layers feedback interval increasing, also the descend speed and value of the floor are related to the fluctuation level of the multiplexing capability metric M. The higher the fluctuation level of M, the lower the value of the capacity floor. The maximum capacity degradation is about 3% and 14%, respectively, in two considered cases.
Conclusion
Based on the wideband MIMO channel measurement in a typical indoor scenario, this paper has evaluated the performance of LTE/LTE-A CLSM codebook and the effect of channel variation on MIMO-OFDM system. Under the perfect precoding assumption, very slight capacity gain is obtained by FDLA. However, considering the limited size codebook, the maximum capacity boost of FDLA is highly related to the SNR and channel conditions. It is interesting to find that the FDLA upper bounds of ZF and MMSE receivers are identical under different channel conditions. The results show that current codebook design for L1 transmission is nearly capacity lossless, and the CL increases with the number of transmitted layers. Generally, the CL in high M case is more significant than that in low M case. Furthermore, compared to the CL caused by the limited size codebook, the capacity improvement of better codebook selection criterions is very limited. It reveals that the fluctuation levels of H 2 F and λ max within a subband are interrelated, and the fluctuation level of M is determined by the value of M itself. Finally, a capacity floor is resulted as the layer number feedback interval increasing, and the descending speed and value of the floor are greatly influenced by the fluctuation level of M.
